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I . INTRODUCTION 

RECENT EFFECTIVE TARIFF PROTECTION 

FOR BRAZIL 

. by 
* William G. Tyler 

There have been various studies of commercial policy and eff ective 

tariff protection for Brazil (Bergsman, 1970; Bergsman and Malan, 1971 ; Bergsrnan, 

1972; Tyler, 1976; Neuhaus and Lobato, 1978). All of these studies have used 

tariff rates to approximate the differences between dornestic and international 

prices afforded by commercial policies. Widespread tariffredundancy,non-tariff 

barriers, and the existence of tariff-reducing industrial poli cy schernes all. 

impose limitations on the validity and interpretation of the effective protec

tion estimates from these studies. 

In order to take the tariff reductions into account, the Neuhaus and 

Lobato study employed realized tariffs, i.e., actual tariff collections divided 

by imports, as a proxy for nominal protection, on which the effective protection 

estirnates were subsequently based. Because of the comprehensive nature of the 

industrial policy fiscal Íncentives, the tariff reductions permitted under 

different schemes, such as the CDI programs, have been extensive, as refl ect ed 

by the differences between the full legal and realized tariffs. This is 

particularly the case for capital goods and intermediate products. It has 

* INPES/IPEA and the University of Florida. This paper is part of a larger , 
on-going INPES study of Brazilian commercia l policy with Wilson Suzigan . ln 
addition to the latter's collaboration, the author also expresses his thanks 
to a referee for useful cornments and to Maurício Santos de Miranda and Ana 
Isabel da Costa Martins their competent assistance with the statistical rnate
rials. The normal caveats apply. 
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been argued that this system, allowing tariff reductions for approved projects, 

represents a kind of tariff quota mechanism (Tyler, 1980 a). Certain amounts 

of a product are admitted under a privileged, low tariff arrangement, while 

remaining imports are subjected to the full legal tariffs. The realized tariffs 

reflect the extent to which tariff _reductions or exemptions are granted, but 

they in no way can be interpreted as representing the differences between 

domestic and international prices. Using realized tariffs frequently under

states the level of protection because of (1) the failure to consider the de 

facto quota effects under the protective system, (2) the reliance on implicit 

import weights to compute nominal protection and (3) the omission of non-tariff 

barriers. 

The economic policy reforms of December 1979 restored the tariff as 

the main protective instrument for dornestic industry. Except for a few programs 

.(e.g., SUDENE, SUDAM, NUCLEBRAS, BEFIEX) the tariff reductions have been 

elirninated. The CDI, for instance, can no longer pr?vide tariff reductions as 

a part of industrial promotion schemes. The full tariff burden has been 

restored for imported products . As such, beginning in December 1979 the 

realized tariffs will much more closely approxirnate the full legal , import 

weighted tariffs. With a · return of emphasis to the tariffs in the protective 

system, questions arise as to the prevailing level and structure of the tariff 

system. In addition to providing information on nominal tariffs computed at 

the disaggregat~d 4 digit level, this paper presents estimates of 

possible effective tariff protection as existing in January 1980 . As such,this 

study provides a picture of_ the existing tariff protection and incentive system 

as seen after the December 1979 economic policy reforms. The departures from 

previous studies include a greater level of disaggregation anda different 

procedure for computing nominal tariff protection. Moreover, our estimates 
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are the first, to my knowledge, to be based on the complete IBGE input-output 

1 
table from the 1970 economic census. 

II. METH0DOLOGY AND ESTIMATING PROCEDURES 

The procedures used to estirnate effective tariff protection are the 

2 
standard and well known ones. Accordingly, the formula ernployed to estimate 

the effective · rate of protection (g.) for product j is written as 
J 

(1) 

where 

t. - E 
] 

l. 

a, .. 
l.J t: t~ J t 

t . i 
l. 

g. = -------------] (1 + t_J·) 
1 - E a' .. 

l.J 1 + t. 
l. 

t. = the nominal rate of protection for input 1. . 
l. 

t. the nominal rate of protection for product J· 
J 

a' = the technical coefficient for input i used 1n the production of ij 
final product j, as measur"ed domestic pr1ce and value information. 

The technical coefficients used in the es timation of the effective 

tariff rates were derived from the 1970 IBGE input-output accounts (IBGE, 1979). 

This makes our effective tariff exercise a precarious one because of (a) the 

substantial industrial growth and change and (b) important r elative price 

changes taking place between 1970 and 19.80 . Unfortunately, an up-dating of the 

1The competent and painstaking Neuhaus and Lobato study employed the early 
version of the 1970 IBGE matrix, which included only the industrial sector. 
The sarne can be said for subsequent FUNCEX r esearch extending the Neuhaus and 
Lobato work (e.g. Savasini et al., 1979). The complete matrix only became 
available in 1979. See IBG~ Matriz de Relações Intersetoriais: Brasil 1970 , 
Versão Final (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, 1979). 

2see Balassa and Associates (1971) and Corden (1971). 
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technical coefficients, reflecting structmal change and relative price changes 

during recent years, is not yet available. Since the 1970 IBGE matrix is the 

only one of its kind in existence for Brazil, any estimates of effective 

protection, using Brazilian technical efficients must be basedupon it. Of the 

89 sectors in the A' matrix 73 are tradable goods sectors. A greater level of 

disaggregation did not prove possib~e. 
3 

The Corden method was employed to 

deal wi th the problem of non-traded inputs by including those sectors in value 

added. 

Tariff rates were computed at the 4 and 5 digit levels through alternative 

4 methods. Our preferred method, on which the effective tariff estimates are 

based, involved cÔmputing a simple average of the tariff rates for all iteras 

listed in the tariff schedule (Tarifa Aduaneira do Brasil,ór TAB) as of January 

5 
1980 for .a particular industry or product group. For comparison purposes 

nominal tariff rates were also estimated from the 1978 import data, which 

include inforrnation on tariff payments· and exemptions. These es timates 

necessarily reflect import weights. This procedure, whiie illustrative, imparts 

a downward bias in ~he resulting tariff estimates,because truly irnport 

prohibiting . tariffs are not included unless the product is imported with a 

tariff reduction. Realized tariffs· were also computed from the 1978 import 

information. These realized tariffs, it should be noted, reflect the tariff 

3 The IBGE 87 x 87 A' matrix is estimated as the product of two rectangular 
matrices. Conceivably, through changing the arder of multiplication, an A' 
matrix of 160 x 160 could be estimated. This, however, proved impossible because 
of the nature of one of the rectangular matrices and the necessary adjustrnents 
to i t. 

4only the 4 digit level tariff infonnation is published here in Appendix 
Table 1. A table with comparable 5 digit level infonnation can be ohtained 
by writing the author, 

5 It would be preferrable to use consumption or value added weights at the 
product level in the computation of the tariff averages at the 4 and 5 digit 
levels, but such information, as in most countries, is simply not available for 
Brazil. Consequently, simple averages were chosen as superior to import weights 
or some other arbitrary weighting scheme, 
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reductions granted under the· auspices of industrial prornotion, and other tariff 

reducing, schernes, 

III. RESULTS OF ESTIMATIONS 

Examing first the tariff information itself, it is seen that the 1978 

realized tariff rates are frequently quite low, averaging 17 percent for all 

rnanufacturing products, (Appendix Table 1). Yet, for the r easons indicated above, 

this provides a mistaken notion of the levels of protection actually in force. 

For their part, the 1978 import-weighted full legal tariff rates averaged 72 

percent for manufacturing, considerably higher than the realized tariffs. Whi le 

tariff rates have crept upwards between 1978 and 1980 as a result of piecerneal 

changes administered by the CPA (Conselho de Política Aduaneira), it is fel t 

that most of the differences between our 1978 and 1980 nominal tariff estimates 

can be explained by the distorting, import weights for . the 1978 information. The 

unweighted 1980 averages, computed directly from the TAB, presenta different, 

and striking_, picture of tariff protection in Brazil. 

From the nominal tariff information presented in Appendix Table 1 it is 

apparent that current tariff rates are very high. The average nominal tariff 

for manufacturing, as computed from the tariff schedule, was 101 percent in 

January 1980, As is evident, there are many sectors with extrernely high 

tariffs, e,g. ,over 100 percent. Among the · sectors receiving the heaviest 

nominal tariff protection are glass products, elect rical appliances, automobiles, 

wood products, furniture, paper products, cosrnetics, textile produ-cts, apparel, 

footwear, and various food products. In many instances it is evident that 

tariff redundancy is considerable, Ye t, with the Decernber 1979 economic poli cy 

reforms, drastically reducing permissable tariff exemptions, i t is these 
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. ff h. h . f . 6 
tari s w ic are in orce. Redundancy, while keeping imports out, also gives 

rise to possible abuse in the domestic market. 

While the nominal tariff estimates based upon the actual tariff scbedule 

are higher than the import-weighted full legal tariff rates, the structures 

. of protection implied by either measure are quite similar. Table 1 presents 

rank order correlation estimates beu,een the various tariff measures. ln all 

possible combinations presented the correlations are positive and statistically 

significant at at least the 3 percent level of confidence. ln the rank order 

corre lations be u-1een nominal tariff rates and realized t ariff rates, the 

coefficients are reduced because of the nature of the tariff-reducing incentives. 

Based upon the unrealistic implicit assumption that the nominal tariffs 

reflect the differences be tween domestic and international prices, the 

estimates of effective tariff protection are presented in Appendix Table 1, 

along with the computed tariff rate information, Because of redundancy the 

estimates should be viewed as upper bound estimates of protection, 
7 

They represent 

the possible effective protection available to domestic producers if all price 

differences were reflected in the tariffs, Not surprisingly , the estimates are 

very high. The average rate of possible effective tariff protection for 

manufacturing is 169 percent. For some individual industries the rates are 

breathtakingly high, súch as for automobiles, wood products, paper products, 

cosmetics, textile products, apparel, and many individual food product industries, 

As has also been witnessed in earlier studies , there appears to be a 

cascading in the structure of protection. Consumption goods receive the highest 

possible effective tariff protection (an average of 255 percent), followed by 

intermediate products (1.31 percent). Capital goods in general, received the 

6 
ln March 1980 the government announced a series of tariff increases 

the capital goods industries and some chemical products, affecting 
7 On the other hand, the omi ssion of non-tariff barriers from the estimates 

serves to understate the protection afforded through commercial policies . 



Table 1 

SPEARHAN RANK CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT TARIFF 

MEASURES FOR MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES 

Nominal Tariffs, January 1980 

(Simple Averages frorn TAB) 

Possible Effective Tariff Protec

tion Rates, January 1980 

Import Weighted Nominal Tariffs, 

1978 

Realized Tariff Rates, 1978 

(n = 6 7) 

Nominal Tariffs 
January 1980 

(Simple Averages 
from TAB) 

.94 

(.001) 

• 7 5 
(.001) 

.26 

(.018) 

Possible Effective 
Tariff Protection 

Rates, 
January 1980 

. 78 
(.001) 

.25 

(. 022) 

Source: Author's computions from information contained in Appendix Table 1. 

Import Weighted 
Nominal 
Tariffs, 

1978 

.37 

(. 001) 

Note: Numbers in parentheses beneath the correlation coefficients indicate the level of significance. 

Realized 
Tariff 
Rates, 

1978 

..._, 
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lowest rate of effective tariff protection (an average of 75 percent in January 

1980). This cascading structure effect is also evident from the nominal tariff 

information, although notas pronounced, 

Reflecting the cascading structure of protection, it is not surprising to 

find that only one manufacturing industry (tractors and road building equipment) 

possesses a negative rate of effective tariff protection. (Appendix Table 1) 

Some others do, however, have low effective tariff protection, such as chemical 

products, coal products, bulk vegetable oils, pharmaceuticals, and agricultural 

machinery and equipmen t. ln each of these cases the effective tariff is low 

bécause of the relative lowness of the nominal tariff for the final product, 

rather than b'ecause of the discrimination against the industry resul ting from 

high priced inputs. 
8 

While the estimates presented for possible effective tariff protection are 

beset with conceptual and statistical problems, i t is of interest to note that 

there are striking similarities in the rank order between the nominal tariff 

rates and our estimated effective tariff rates. (Table 1) The structure of 

protection implied by both is quite similar. This result is highly consistent 

with the empírical evidence from other countries, which also sugges ts that 

analyses of nominal protection may provide a reasonable approximation for an 

understanding of the structure of protection . 

As noted, our estimates do not take i nto consideration either non-tariff 

barriers or tariff redundancy. Whíle to some extent the existencesof these 

t wo complícations offse t each other, redundancy consti tutes a major difficul ty 

8 As a part of the analysis, a breakdown was undertaken dividing the possibl e 
effective tariff rate into subsidy and tax components for the activity in 
question. 
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1n the undertaking of any study of commercial policy in Brazil. With tariffs 

established in the past for infant industry and balance of payments reasons 

at very high levels, redundancy has developed in many industries as a result 

of technical progress and the rea lization of economies of scale. ln addition, 

one can not fully understand the developrnent of tariff redundancy for an 

industry outside of the cont"ext of the market structure and organization. A 

competitive market, for instance, is more likely ceteris paribus to develop 

tariff redundancy than one dominated by a small number of firms. To adequately 

accoun t for redundancy, as we.11 as non-tariff barriers, in an examination of 

protection and incentives direct comparisons are necessary between domestic 

and international_prices. Nevertheless, the level of nominal tariffs, with 

redundancy, does indicate protection afforded from import competition to 

domestic producers for their products. lt may be, however, that this protection 

is not fully reflected in price differences andas such consists of a partly 

superfluous element. 

IV. lMPLICATlONS

The purpose of this note has not been to provide a comprehensive, or even 

exploratory, study of effective.protection or incentives in Brazil, To do that 

would require information involving direct price comparisons. Our purpose has 

been much more modest - to simply provide some up-to-date information on 

tariff levels, which can hopefully contribute to a debate on commercial and 

industrial policies in Brazil. 

ln Appendix Table 1 it is demonstrated that the levels of nominal and 

possible effective tariff protection in Brazil are very high and possess a large 

variance over industries and products. Whi le continuing exchange rate 

overvaluation offsets some of the import protection, the net effect is that 

mos t industries recei ve tariff protection of such a magnitude that i t can only 
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he considered as excessive. To be sure, many tariffs are redundant and could 

be trimmed with little effect on import.s. As a rule, tariff reductions would 

serve to increase productive efficiency and diminish the emphasis of price 

affecting incentives in favor of domestic market production, as opposed to 

exports. This lat ter reduct:i.on of what appears to be a heavy anti-export 

) 0 id s would have important export increasing effects.
9 

' 

9 See Tyler (1980 b) for an examination of the effects of changes 1.n the 
anti-export bias on export performance. 
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2608 Preparo do Pescado 1,7 10.1 155 , 3 512,J . 
2609 L•t tcinlos lJ,5 110.0 118 , l · l 016 ,7 

2610 Usin.n de Açúcar 66,7 166 ,7 15S,0 912, 1 

2611 Refino de Açüur º·º o.o 70,0 6,7 

2612 P,nHicaçbo e Hn\u At tmc-ntic tu 7 ,8 l &l,4 176,6 409 , S 

2613 • Rr t tnaçio de- 0leos Vcgetah 19 ,l 5),2 1s .2 ·534,0 

2614 0..tr'l lndÜHrlu Al l~cntlchs 10 ,7 59 ,2 116,7 !68 ,8 

2701 Indi'.islrh d,:- Bebl du 41,I 61,0 178,3 262 ,9 

2001 l ndi'.h trlt de fu-,o U l ,0 155 , 7 177 , 5 l47 ,1 

2S>Ol f"-l'ÜSlr h (dhorltl e Grir tc.a J , l 6, l 63 , 9 61 ,8 

3001 F,brluçio de Pro1tu tos Diversos 18,8 45, 1 81 ,2 86 ,0 

HíDlASd , t 

ToJos os ~tore-s 12,7 59, 1 84,8 l l0.8 

lnJ~str l u de Tru\fom.,çio H> ,9 71, 1 10 1,2 166 , 9 

h ns d,:- Cons1.r.10 15,5 91,0 1Jq,5 255, 1 

~ns lntcr111cd lidos 17,6 67 , 7 93 , l 131 · ' 
ecn, de C•r lta l 13 ,l IG ,O 66,9 75,0 

-·--
filOTAS. ' h r H• ootitnal ul<uhda r,H• 1970 uundo pon.Jrrtçôts do t111r,orl• ~Õo diH)utlt' , no. 

bA hrlh nu'\l t1,,1 dr J~nrlro de- 19110 fo i ullúl, dt c.,-no 11êdh s.\mpl,:-\ butJdO noi h cn~ t nd l v1d1.11 h l h h dH rv. h r\h 
Mu11ndu Brol1t'lrt (TAII) 

cA Urtfa t u lt:1da foi ulcul• J• uno I rtc t lt• do l1r11>0sto dt t111por l • ~;o H tC'('Adtda dlvldld• pelo u lor 'd~s l111porte· 
ÇÔH. 

dfftdlas calndado uundr; ponttC"ratôc, do u l o,.. ad lt h,n.ido do •ni> 1910 1r.')ul\do u contu do l n,,ll'I\O•proifuto cfo I0C( . 

'Pua o, t i lculo, \rt tuvto ele t~dfo C"t r tl v/1\ o \ utoru cn"' valor adlc lf\r.J'1o M'J1tlvo <111 prro;n\ lnltr1,,c lor,... h for111 
, ~clutdu, dn ,r,Í11\u. tuu u•torc~ lntllodo1 ltlltl • dr,110nHr,r111 hrlf,H c-frthu IIIUHO clco d111. 
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